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Advances in Computer-Supported LearningIGI Global, 2006
The Internet and growth of computer networks have eliminated geographic barriers, creating an environment where education can be brought to a student no matter where that student may be.  The success of distance learning programs and the availability of many Web-supported applications and multimedia resources have increased the effectiveness of...
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Advanced Electrical Installation Work, Fourth EditionNewnes, 2005

	Advanced Electrical Installation Work has helped thousands of students to achieve success in City & Guilds awards in electrical installation. Now in its fourth edition, this book has been completely restructured to provide a specific match to the requirements of the Installation route of the 2330 Level 3...
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Fuel Cell EnginesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	The first fuel cell theory and application resource written for students and professionals.

	

	With the field of fuel cells growing at a rapid pace, there is a powerful need for a single guide to the myriad disciplines related to the technology. Fuel Cell Engines provides a comprehensive and detailed introduction to the...
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Calculus for the Utterly ConfusedMcGraw-Hill, 1998

	When it comes to understanding one of your most intimidating courses--calculus--even good students can be confused. Intended primarily for the non-engineering calculus student (though the more serious calculus student will also benefit), Calculus for the Utterly Confused is your ticket to success. Calculus concepts are explained and applied...
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Survey of Operating SystemsMcGraw-Hill, 2012

	Holcombe, "Survey of Operating Systems, 3e" is 'your foundation for IT Success!' McGraw-Hill is proud to introduce the third edition of Jane and Charles Holcombe's, "Survey of Operating Systems". This edition is a unique revision of the successful previous editions. Every chapter has been updated to include...
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Guide to Essential Math: A Review for Physics, Chemistry and Engineering Students (Complementary Science)Academic Press, 2008
This book reminds students in junior, senior and graduate level courses in physics, chemistry and engineering of the math they may have forgotten (or learned imperfectly) which is needed to succeed in science courses.     

       This book reminds students in junior, senior and graduate level courses in physics, chemistry and engineering...
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Moodle 1.9 Teaching TechniquesPackt Publishing, 2010
Creative ways to build powerful and effective online courses

	Motivate students from all backgrounds, generations, and learning styles
	When and how to apply the different learning solutions with workarounds, providing alternative solutions
	Easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions with screenshots...
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Starting Out with C++ Brief: From Control Structures through Objects (6th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2009

	Welcome to the Brief Version of Starting Out with C++: From Control Structures through
	Objects, 6th edition. This book is intended for use in a one or two-semester C++ programming
	course. Students new to programming, as well as those with prior course work in
	other languages, will find this text beneficial. The fundamentals of...
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The Practice of Macro Social WorkBrooks Cole, 2013

	Intended for those who want to make a difference in today's modern society, this comprehensive book explores the theory and methods in nine arenas of macro social work at the community, organizational, societal, and global levels of practice. THE PRACTICE OF MACRO SOCIAL WORK, Fourth Edition, challenges readers to use their concern,...
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Architectural Theory: Volume I - An Anthology from Vitruvius to 1870John Wiley & Sons, 2005

	"Architectural Theory: Vitruvius to 1870" is a landmark anthology that surveys the development of the field of architecture from its earliest days to the year 1870. The first truly comprehensive anthology that brings together the classic essays in the field, the volume chronicles the major developments and trends in architecture...
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Java How To Program (Early Objects) (10th Edition)Pearson Education, 2014

	Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyProgrammingLab does not come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyProgrammingLab search for ISBN-10: 0133813436 / ISBN-13: 9780133813432. That package includes ISBN-10: 0133807800 / ISBN-13: 9780133807806 and ISBN-10:...
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Introduction to Genetic Algorithms for Scientists and EngineersWorld Scientific Publishing, 1999

	This invaluable book has been designed to be useful to most practising scientists and engineers, whatever their field and however rusty their mathematics and programming might be. The approach taken is largely practical, with algorithms being presented in full and working code (in Basic, Fortran, Pascal And C) included on a floppy disk to...
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